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DUFFLE  BAG
DEPLOYMENT

LPF to dole out gear for
those in transition
between homes at end of
March.

Coming in April
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DISPATCH  FROM
INDIA:
LPF team member
moved by visit to
the poor, sick and
dying.

TRIVANDRUM, INDIA – When we look from outside, everything looks
good, but when we visit the homes, inside we find the owners in
financially weak situations. Some of their homes are in disrepair. Some
have their homes mortgaged to the tilt and live in fear of eviction. 
     All of the people we visit have health problems; some have cancer
or are bed ridden due to stroke. When I see them, I realize how lucky I
am. I have a good house, thank God, no health issues and no financial
problems. I wish more people could visit these homes so that they
know how blessed their own lives are. 
     When you see a bed ridden person who needs someone else's help
with the slightest tasks, in our minds we wish, “let this not happen in
our life.”  
     When you visit these houses, only then do we come to understand
how much people are suffering for one reason or another. 
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Soul stirred during parishioner visit

Story and

photo by Ajith

Joseph, LPF

team member

A disabled man

receives a check

for 1,000 Rs

(Rupees) from

the local parish

in Trivandrum,

India. Sisters 

with the Lenny

Peters

Foundation,

along with staff

members, visit

the sick, elderly,

and poor.

On a regular

basis, the visits

include

delivering funds,

care, prayers and

companionship

to all who need

and are willing to

receive help.

On recent trips to local parishes, Lenny Peters Foundation
staff member Ajith Joseph is moved by what he witnesses



     The concept of health insurance
has not reached most of the
families, so they cannot afford
good medical care in large private
hospitals. Some families would lose
everything paying for this person
to be treated. 
    

     In the U.S., there are a lot of
homeless (people). Then you
consider yourself lucky if you have
a roof over your head.
      We complain about a lot of
things, and I include myself. People
have told me long back when they
visit the cancer center in
Trivandrum (Kerala, India), they
find little children who have
cancer. And they have no answer,
yet they say how blessed they are. 
     You could have the best
insurance coverage, the best of
everything, but no guarantee what
life might hand you in old age. You
are lucky if you have a nice family,
good health and peace running in
your home. 
      The Lenny Peters Foundation is
helping by giving its share to aide
these poor people. Still, a lot more
needs to be done, such as reaching
more people each month. 
     For some, with this help they
could buy medicines for the month. 
Others could buy food. 

       I am proud to say we have put together a team
that knows how to communicate, delegate, shoulder
accountability and share credit like no other team
before. 
     Starting with our Directors of Operation in India,
Gladis Eugene Bastian, and in South Africa, Suan
Jacob, and with the recent addition of Ajith Joseph,
Renjiny George, Feji Anju and our newly installed
Global Director John Joyce, we have an All-Star team
assembled and already executing beyond our highest
expectations. 
     The primary reason for such early success is that
each person is individually committed to the
collective mission, to be, "A Helping Hand Here at
Home and Around the World."
     May God and the Universe bless us all and those
whom we serve.
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... They have no
answer, yet they say
how blessed they are.

Ajith Joseph, LPF staff member
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HIGH POINT, N.C.–       
     Collaboration and
teamwork are the pillars
supporting every successful
endeavor since the dawn of
mankind. 
     Plans can change, designs
be redrawn and goals adjusted
over time, but without a well-
functioning team behind them
even the best laid strategies
are doomed from the start. 
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Welcome!Welcome! LPF welcomes two newLPF welcomes two new
team members in Indiateam members in India

Renjiny George Feji Anju


